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Domain-wall scattering in epitaxial FePd ordered alloy films
with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
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Domain-wall scattering in a FePd-ordered alloy film with strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy has been
investigated using magnetoresistance measurements on a whole hysteresis loop and as a function of tempera-
ture. A strong correlation between the hysteretic behavior of the resistivity due to domain walls and the
magnetization process is found. The data are well described by a spin-dependent electron scattering model.
This study establishes that this phenomenon can be used to identify directly magnetization reversal dynamics
and electronic transport characteristics in materials with high magnetic anisotropy.@S0163-1829~99!07805-4#
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Domain-wall~DW! scattering as well as the extraordina
Hall effect ~EHE! are physical properties that reflect both t
electronic transport characteristics and the magnetic na
of a ferromagnetic material. The study of these phenomen
very powerful because it can provide direct informati
about magnetization reversal or domain-wall dynami
Whereas the EHE has been extensively investigated in fe
magnetic metals and alloys,1 and recently in magnetic
multilayers,2 scattering by DW has not received proper atte
tion ~except the early work of Cabrera and Falicov3 and
Berger4! due to the difficulty to measure directly and unam
biguously the contribution of such small magnetic obje
~5–50 nm!.

Recently the additional resistivity due to DW scatteri
was calculated by Levyet al.5 with the same Hamiltonian a
used in the giant magnetoresistance~GMR! two-spin-
channel model. They predicted that the resistivity is e
hanced in the presence of domain walls. Such a predic
has been experimentally reported by Gregget al.6 who ob-
tained a direct indication of the DW contribution to the r
sistivity in a striped domain structure in a Co film with larg
perpendicular anisotropy. The interplay between magn
and transport properties was not clear because the hyste
which is an indication of the magnetic nature of the pheno
enon, was not investigated in detail. In addition, no tempe
ture dependence of the phenomenon was studied. Also
other recent experiment7 using MR measurements in F
nanowires reports that the resistivity decreases in the p
ence of DW’s. While a negative contribution is consiste
with quantum transport theory,8 the results are difficult to
reconcile with this theory. In Ref. 7 the DW contribution h
not been directly determined but isolated from that due
anisotropic magnetoresistance~AMR! and ordinary MR
~Lorentz!.

This paper is devoted to the detailed investigation of D
scattering in a thin ferromagnetic film. We use a striped
main structure in a FePd ordered alloy film with strong p
pendicular magnetic anisotropy. We observe directly the
tra resistivity due to DW on a complete field hysteresis lo
and for a wide range of temperatures. We find that the re
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~6!/4322~5!/$15.00
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tivity is enhanced in the presence of domain walls. We co
pare our results to a recent model for wall scattering.

The samples were prepared on polished MgO~100! sub-
strates by a UHV triode-sputtering system. They consist o
1000 Å thick epitaxial Fe50Pd50(001) layer grown on a 350
Å thick Pt ~001! buffer layer and capping by 50 Å of Pt. In
previous study, we demonstrated that Fe50Pd50 films with a
high degree of chemical order can be obtained by tuning
growth temperature.9 Figure 1 shows the magnetizatio
curves measured with the field applied either parallel or p
pendicular to the film plane for an ordered alloy film. Th
values of the demagnetizing energy 2pMs

2, the anisotropy
uniaxial constantKU , and the estimated wall thicknessdw

are listed in Table I for the FePd-ordered film and for
typical Co film.10 The FePdL10 ordered tetragonal structur
leads to a magnetocrystalline anisotropyKu of 13107

erg/cm3 larger than the demagnetizing energy, which kee
the magnetization perpendicular to the sample. This la
anisotropy gives rise to a small wall thickness of 100 Å. F
comparison the wall thickness in Co films of Ref. 10 is es
mated to be 150 Å. In the inset to Fig. 1, it is shown a de
of the positive branch of the magnetization of the orde
alloy. The shape of the curve indicates that the film is n
homogeneously magnetized. From Kerr microscopy,
magnetic structure is seen to be divided into alternativ
small up and down magnetized domains~stripe domains!
with a characteristic width of 120 nm. These values are
agreement with those measured recently in FePd films gr
by molecular-beam epitaxy.11

The magnetoresistance was measured in a high-field
ostat by the typical four-point technique with the curre
applied in the plane of the films and the magnetic field p
pendicular to the samples. Figure 2~a! reports the typical
resistivity loop for the sample of Fig. 1 measured at 4.2
Generally, as the current and the magnetization remain
pendicular on the whole field loop the anisotropic magn
toresistance~AMR! is absent. However, even if the aniso
ropy is large, closure structure at the surface with
magnetization in the plane of the sample can give an AM
4322 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. M-H curves determined by VSM measurement with the field perpendicular~solid line! and parallel~dot line! to the film plane for
a FePd-ordered alloy film withS50.8. The order parameterShas been determined by x-ray measurements~S50 for a disordered alloy and
S51 for a perfectly ordered alloy! ~Ref. 9!. The inset shows the positive field branch of the perpendicular magnetization of the ordered
whereHN is the nucleation field,HS is the field of saturation, andHE is the field of equilibrium.
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contribution to the MR.7 By measuring the MR in transvers
and longitudinal geometries,12 we have verified that such a
AMR contribution was negligible in our sample. In additio
we found that ordinary MR~Lorentz! only contributes to the
resistivity above 2 T. The extra resistivity seen in Fig. 2~a!
only arise from scattering at the domain walls. As seen
Fig. 2~b! which presents a detail of the positive branch
Fig. 2~a!, the most striking feature is the hysteretic behav
of the resistivity very similar to the magnetization one. T
characteristic fields of the hysteresis,HE , HS , and HN as
indicated in the inset to Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2~b! are identical
for both processes. Interestingly, the resistivity exhibits
singularity atHN as well as the magnetization loop. Here
us discuss the interplay between magnetic and trans
properties. The zero-field state is a maze configuration

TABLE I. Values of the uniaxial anisotropy constantKU , the
demagnetizing energy 2pMS

2 and the wall thicknessdw for a FePd-
ordered alloy and for a typical Co film~Ref. 10!. The wall thickness
dw is calculated asdw5p(J/KU)1/2 usingJ51026 erg/cm for the
exchange coupling constant. For the FePd film, the magnetiza
was determined by vibrating sample magnetometer~VSM! and the
uniaxial anisotropy constant by Torque measurement at 300 K

KU ~erg/cm3) 2pMS
2 (erg/cm3) dw ~Å!

FePd 13107 93106 100
Co 4.63106 1.33107 150
n
f
r

a
t
rt

of

perpendicular strip domain~stage 1!. The magnetoresistanc
plateau seen in Fig. 2 which corresponds to the linear
crease ofM with H as indicated in Fig. 1 is characteristic o
easy domain-wall propagation: the widthd1 of the domains
with their magnetization vector parallel to the applied fie
increases and the widthd2 of the reversed domain decrease
The fact that the resistivity remains constant indicates t
the density of the domain walls is conserved, i.e.,d11d2

remains constant in such process~stage 2!. By further in-
creasing the field, a strong decrease of the resistivity is
served because near saturation the walls are destroyed d
a rapid enhancement ofd1 ~stage 3!. This behavior is con-
sistent with the model developed by Kooy and Enz13 to in-
terpret the process of domain motion for films with perpe
dicular anisotropy. Now starting from saturation an
decreasing the field~stage 4!, a steep enhancement of th
resistivity is observed at the nucleation fieldHN . This sin-
gularity of the resistivity shows that a great number of d
main walls are suddenly created~stage 5!. It is interesting to
note that this drop corresponds to the 30% of the total m
netoresistance observed, which indicates that the dom
walls are created over a large surface of the sample. C
et al.14 ~see also Hehnet al.10! established that the singula
ity in the magnetization loop for films with an easy-ax
perpendicular to the film plane can be ascribed to a sud
nucleation of magnetic bubbles with opposite magnetizati
Also seen in Fig. 2, the slight increase of the resistance
tweenHN and HE could indicate the existence of a dispe

on
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FIG. 2. MR of the ordered film of Fig. 1 at 4.2 K.~a! complete hysteresis loop,~b! detail of the positive branch. The inset to Fig. 2~b!
indicates schematically the wall dynamic behavior as described in the text. The slight decrease of the resistivity aboveHN is probably due
to magnon damping~increase inM aboveMS caused by the applied field!. Above 2 T the ordinary MR~Lorentz! that increases the resistivit
is dominant.
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sion in nucleation fields of bubbles.15 However, the fact that
the resistivity loop only shows one singularity could al
indicate that only one nucleation event occurs followed b
propagation over the whole sample~stage 6!. At HE50.2 T,
the bubble domain occupies the entire sample and the e
librium state is reached~stage 7!. For comparison, we hav
included in Fig. 3 the extra resistivity due to DW scatteri
for a FePd ordered film (S50.85) with larger crystalline
a

ui-

disorder~but with similar chemical order! than the alloy of
Fig. 2. This was obtained by growing the film at a high
temperature which results in a grain segregation. Here th
is no evidence of steep transition atHN because the magne
tization reversal is dominated by a nucleation process at
expense of the easy domain-wall propagation depicted
Fig. 2~a!. Consequently a large number of small invert
domains is created betweenHN and HE with a large distri-
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bution of nucleation fields which results in a very slight i
crease of the resistance. Results of Figs. 2 and 3 esta
that wall scattering can be used for detecting reversal m
netization dynamics in materials with high perpendicular
isotropy.

From the measurement of Fig. 2, we find that the ex
resistivity5 of a DW over that of the pure FePd allo
DrFePd5rw2r0 with rw the resistivity of a DW andr0 the
resistivity of the sample without DW is about 1mV cm. This
gives a MR ratioRw5DrFePd/r0 of about 6%~in total the
measured MR ratio of the sampleR5(dw /d)Rw with d the
domain size is;0.5%!. Note that the diamagnetic and th
paramagnetic mechanisms invoked by Cabreraet al.3 cannot
account for the additional resistivity observed. The resistiv
due to DW scattering was calculated in the presence of st
domains by Levy and Zhang5 with the same Hamiltonian a
used to explain giant magnetoresistance taking accoun
admixture of spin states due to the twisting of magnetizat
in domain walls. They found the following analytical expre
sion for the magnetoresistance ratio with the current para
to the DW ~CIW! at low temperatures:

RCIW5~rCIW2r0!/r05
j2

5

~r0
↑2r0

↓!2

r0
↑r0
↓ , ~1!

wherej5p\2kF/4mdwJ and J denotes the exchange spli
ting, rciw is the resistivity of a DW andr0

S the resistivity for
spin s of the ferromagnet. For a current perpendicular to
domain wall ~CPW!, they predicted that the ratio of CPW
and CIW magnetoresistance due to DW is given by

RCPW/RCIW53110A r0
↑r0
↓

r0
↑1r0

↓. ~2!

With the common parameter for Co, Fe, and Ni ferroma
nets,kF51 Å21, J50.5 eV, andr0

↓/r0
↑55 – 20 and for a

wall 100 Å thick, RCIW ranges from 0.5 to 2.7 % andRCPW
from 3.5 to 14 %. Here, the magnetoresistance ratioRw was
measured with a maze configuration of domain, which c
be viewed as a mixed of both geometry. In this case,
analytical expression forRw can be approximated by

RW5~RCIW1RCPW!/2 ~3!

FIG. 3. MR of a FePd-ordered film (S50.85) with large crys-
talline disorder at 4.2 K. The chemical order and the perpendic
magnetic anisotropy are similar to the alloy of Fig. 2.
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with RCIW andRCPW given by Eqs.~1! and~2!, respectively,
which ranges from 2% to 8.5%. Our value of 6% at 4.2 K
consistent with these predictions. From Eq.~3! we deduce a
spin asymmetry of scatteringr0

↓/r0
↑;16. However, it is ex-

pected thatr0
↓/r0
↑ ranges from 1/11~Mn! to 9 ~Ir! at low

temperatures for dilute impurities in Fe.16 Here, the high
scattering ratio found at 4.2 K could be due to the use in
~1! of the wall thickness value estimated at 300 K. As t
uniaxial anisotropy is expected to be stronger at low te
peratures, the domain walls are generally thinner at 4.2
than at 300 K. Then from Eq.~1!, we deduced that we over
estimated the spin asymmetry of scattering. Also, the ra
r0
↓/r0
↑ is expected to be proportional ton↓(EF)/n↑(EF),

wheren↑(↓)(EF) is the density of states at the Fermi ener
for spin up~down!. By allowing Fe or Co with equiatomic
composition of Pd or Pt, thed bands of Fe~Co! and Pd~Pt!
are strongly hybridized in the majority-spin states beca
they coincide in energy.17 Both majority d bands are com-
pletely filled which leads to a small value ofn↑(EF). On the
other hand, the hybridization between the Fe~Co! and Pd
~Pt! minority d bands is weak because of their separation
energy. The tetragonal distortion related to ordering remo
a portion of the minorityd bands of Fe~Co! aboveEF .18

This results in an increase ofn↓(EF) and then to a large
value of the spin asymmetry for ordered alloys.

The behavior of the magnetoresistance ratioRw by de-
creasing the field for temperatures ranging from 4.2 to 200
is shown in Fig. 4. The characteristic low-field plateau a
the singularity of the resistance are present for all the te
peratures investigated. The most striking feature here is
strong temperature dependence ofRw which ranges from 6%
at 4.2 K to 2% at 200 K. We deduce from Eq.~3! the ratio
r0
↓/r0
↑ ranges from 5 at 200 K to 16 at 4.2 K. The tempe

ture dependence of the ratior0
↓/r0
↑ is given by16

ar

FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance ratio for a DW2Rw of the FePd-
ordered alloy film of Fig. 2 measured by decreasing the field fr
saturation to zero field as a function of temperature. For temp
tures higher than 200 K and aboveHS magnon damping gives a
strong negative contribution to the resistivity. As a conseque
although DW scattering is still present at 300 K, it is not possible
discern the transition fieldsHN andHS.
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r0
↓/r0
↑5

r r0
↓ 1r0

↓~T!

r r0
↑ 1r0

↑~T!
,

where r r0
↓(↑) is the residual resistivity andr0

↓(↑)(T) is the
T-dependence term for spin down~up!. Our result is consis-
tent with the fact that in iron the temperature-dependent s
tering r0

↓(↑)(T) is independent of spins16 which results in a
strong decrease of domain-wall scattering contribution as
temperature is increased.5 However, we have not taken int
account the dependence of DW thickness with temperat
As seen above, the wall thickness is expected to be enha
at high temperature. Consequently, this leads also to a
crease ofRw with increasing temperature.
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To summarize a direct study of domain-wall scattering
reported. We demonstrate that this phenomenon allows
possibility of identifying not only the magnetization revers
phenomena but also electronic transport characteristics
the near future MR measurements on other metallic all
with strong uniaxial anisotropy will be useful. In particula
in such materials the behavior of the DW thickness a
function of temperature is need.
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